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Corporately, the percentage of customer complaints resolved or in cases 
where the customer has agreed a time extension for resolution has increased 
again from 82% in Quarter 1 to 91% in Quarter 2, firmly meeting the corporate 
target of 85%. The improvement in complaint resolution performance is 
demonstrated by comparison to the figure of 86% in Quarter 2 of 2013/14.

Further information is available on each department dashboard.

Key Successes in Quarter 2

● Homelessness prevention work has meant that acceptances and use of bed and breakfast has been managed within target 
despite an increase in the complexity of the cases of those approaching the council for assistance.
● Customer appetite for our garden waste service continues to grow with customer numbers and income exceeding original 
expectations.
● 12 business start-up grants of £500 were paid to local businesses, including retail, building and garden maintenance, fitness 
instruction and design.
● The average processing time of housing benefit assessment, which normally experiences a dip in performance in the first 
part of the financial year, has remained within target during Quarter 2, and is at its quickest average time in the past two years.
● EM3 has awarded £4m for a new construction skills training centre at Whitehill & Bordon as planning applications for 500 
homes at the Louisburg Barracks has been approved.
● Delivery of the corporate strategy continues with Service Futures in advancing Personalisation of Services, Car Parking 
provision and the Legal Service, and in the promotion of the New Ventures initiative.
● The development and implementation of the ‘You’re a Star’ employee recognition scheme will recognise staff who go ‘above 
and beyond’ in their roles.

Areas for Improvement / Risks

● The main service area that requires improvement is the processing of planning applications and complaints. Management 
have recruited extra staff and are using Urban Vision to assist with major applications. Following the resignation of the Service 
Manager the Executive Head is reviewing the structure of the service.

● The main risks reported through the risk register as giving concern at present are: contracts, due to issues with toilet 
cleaning; the 2015 elections, due to the challenge of three concurrent elections; capital finances, due to the challenge of 
delivering new leisure centres at Alton and Whitehill Bordon; and the Green Deal Communities where the project has fallen 
behind time. Legal action has been taken on the toilet cleaning contract. For the 2015, elections management are still 
developing solutions but will use all available resources to ensure we deliver. On capital financing, the Cabinet are working with 
the finance team to develop new treasury and investment strategies. For the Green Deal Communities, we are working with 
other providers who operate to shorter timescales than Solent Green Deal and are making local arrangements from our known 
resources, used in other services, to target the opportunities where they will have most impact in lower value housing.
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Council average sickness rate (1.42 per FTE per quarter)

Cost of overall sickness to the Council in the Quarter: £40,332

The 2014/15 business plan targets are focused on providing beneficial 
outcomes for our customers. At the end of Quarter 2, 94% of these targets 
are on course for delivery in 2014/15 and performance compares 
favourably to Quarter 2 of 2013/14.

There are five Amber business plan targets which relate to the 
Behavioural Change projects in the Environmental Services Joint Client 
Team; the payment of 95% of all invoices within 30 days; embedding 
customer insight; the completion of the Neighbourhood Quality service 
review; and increasing the training of Building Control staff to develop 
further income generating consultancy style services.

Further details are available on the reverse of the relevant dashboards.

In the last Health Check, it was agreed that the Service Futures report would focus on a particular 
workstream in future quarters. 

Since Quarter 1, the Delivering Differently workstream has made significant progress in bringing 
forward key business cases for the future of Car Parking provision and Legal service. Cabinet 
dates are set for October and November to consider recommendations. Excellent progress has 
also been made on preparing for the concept of personalised services for our customers, with the 
procurement process for a new customer relationship management system running to schedule. 
Delivering Differently is challenging everyone to think and re-think how we provide services, and 
this is demanding a new more commercially focused approach to developing business cases. The 
workstream recognises this, and is building in support for services. 

There is one project reported as Amber within Service Futures for Quarter 2 – New Ventures. 
Whilst the concept is being taken-up with great enthusiasm across the Council, and excellent 
progress is being made on designing the roles in this expanding area of work, taking forward the 
ideas through to implementation will be hugely challenging, and actions like appointing to the new 
roles is critical. The team are pushing ahead with this as a priority in order to ensure progress can 
continue.

0, 0% Red

1, 6% Amber

15, 94% Green

Service Futures Projects

The pie chart above shows that 92.8% of invoices submitted to the Council have been paid within 30 days in Quarter 
2. The annual average target is 95%, and the team still aim to achieve this threshold by the year end, though Quarter 2 
represents a 0.1% point drop since Quarter 1.

The bar chart above provides a snapshot of how the budget stood at the end of Quarter 2, along with a prediction of 
what will have been spent by the end of the financial year. This allows a prediction of the total level of surplus or deficit 
expected. It is forecast that the Council will have a projected surplus this year of around £520,000. Further information 
is available in the Council's Quarter 2 Forecast Report.
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The majority of performance indicators in Quarter 2 for the council are 
reported as Green at 77%, with four Amber and eight Red indicators.

The Amber indicators are associated with the percentage of telephone calls 
abandoned in the CSC; the percentage of all applications determined in 26 
weeks within Planning & Built Environment; and tree and other planning 
applications determined within 8 weeks in the SDNP.

The Red indicators relate to the number of missed waste bins per 100,000 
collections; telephone calls dealt with at first point of contact and those 
answered within 30 seconds by the CSC; cumulative sickness within 
Marketing & Development; full plan applications checked within the 15 day 
target by Building Control; the percentage of complaints resolved within 
target in Planning & Built Environment; and the number of minor and major 
planning applications determined within target.

Further details and management plans are available on the reverse of each 
departmental dashboard.
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* Personal injury – When a complainant is injured by something public or private and believes the council is responsible.
* Damage to property – Damage by a public vehicle or failure to maintain a public building which causes damage to property.
* Policy complaint – Disagreement with a council policy. 
* Employee conduct – A council employee is accused of being rude or unhelpful.
* Equality issue – Complainant believes they have been treated unfairly. 

* No response to previous complaint – The council has not responded to a complaint.
* Poor quality of service – Complainant believes that they have not received the appropriate level of service.
* Promised action not taken – The council has not undertaken a service it has stated it would.
* Unhappy with advice given – Complainant is not satisfied with a council response.
* Other – Any complaint that cannot be attributed to the main category types.
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Performance Indicators

Economy & Communities – Quarter Two Health Check 2014 / 2015  
Executive Head: Tim Slater

Economy & Communities

Successes for Quarter 2
Work of the department during the quarter has focused on progressing key projects including developing a 
Business Strategy for East Hampshire, options development for the future of Alton Sports Centre and Mill 
Chase Leisure Centre, and developing business cases for the Shared Parking Service, ANPR and PCSO's.

• Housing indicators are green and prevention work is allowing homelessness acceptances and use of bed and 
breakfast to be managed within target despite an increase in the complexity of cases of those approaching the 
council for assistance. 
• 20 affordable housing units were completed in the quarter and we are still on track to deliver the target of 130 
new units by year end.

• The Community Team have supported the award of the following grants during the quarter:
Project fund - 13  grants (total spend: £9373); Cabinet Approved - 4 grants (total spend: £20,000); and Cllr 
Devolved grants - 33 grants (total spend: £16,294).       
• RAPP, the enhanced summer programme, provided 1690 places plus 600 places at GetActiv8d.
• Butserfest  was successfully held in September - 1600 attendance (figures increased on 2013).

• Successful re-launch of the updated East Hampshire Literary Walk with an event in early July. Printed leaflets 
are proving very popular and are also downloadable from www.easthants.gov.uk/walking.
• The tourism PR campaign continues to get successful national and international coverage, including 
Shipwrights Way listed in MSN's top 10 sculpture trails in the World.
• 12 business start-up grants of £500 were paid to local businesses, including retail, building and garden 
maintenance, fitness instruction and design.
• 4 apprentices commenced with East Hants businesses funded through get East Hants working initiative.
• 50 enquires from businesses were dealt with covering business support, grants, tourism and property.

Areas for improvement / Risks
• Housing remains a risk area and we continue to manage rising levels of complex cases.  This needs a holistic 
approach as there is still a significant shortage of affordable housing in East Hampshire and this can only be 
addressed through close working with the Councils Planning Teams.

Performance within Economy & Communities has remained high 
throughout Quarter 2, and has returned to100% of performance 
indicators that are reported as Green.94% of business plan targets are on course for delivery in 2014/15 

for Economy & Communities and are reported as Green.

One target is reported as Amber and  relates to the completion and 
implementation of the Enforcement Service Review.

This explored further overleaf.

This department received 14 complaints this quarter, of which 13 were resolved within 
the 10 day target. 

This performance has shown a positive return to target for complaints handling within 
Economy & Communities since the start of the corporate year.

The chart above tracks Economy & Communities's performance against both the performance indicators and the business plan targets
over the past five quarters.

The number of performance indicators and business plans in exception have risen in comparison to Quarter 2 in 2013/14, and are related 
to resource allocation in Neighbourhood Quality and a corporate environmental indicator reported within the service.
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Key HR Issues for Economy & Communities
There have been a small number of long-term and short-term sickness cases, 
but these are being managed in accordance with procedures. A long-term 
sickness case in Neighbourhood Quality is due to be resolved by beginning of 
Quarter 3. There have been two intermittent cases in Community team, and they 
are being appropriately managed. 
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There are no performance indicators at Amber or Red to report.

Business Plan Indicators  - Amber and Red

Performance Indicators  - Amber and Red

Page 4

Business Plan Target Current 
Status Commentary

Complete the Shared Parking Review and implement outcomes Amber
This has been impacted by the work undertaken on shared service campaigns, the review of the 
shared car parking service and new community safety initiatives at East Hampshire. The 
Service Manager and Executive Head are currently reviewing this objective.
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Performance Indicators

Environment & Neighbourhood Quality – Quarter Two Health Check 2014 / 2015  
Executive Head: Jackie Batchelor

Successes for Quarter 2

● The percentage of food premises in the district where hygiene standards are very good, 
good or satisfactory remains above the target of 93% at 95.9%. The number of food premises 
achieving a rating of 5 (very good)  is 553 out of 884, 38 more than in Quarter 1.
● East Hampshire’s Environmental Health Service has been awarded the RSPCA Silver 
Footprint award for the quality of its stray dog service.
● Customer appetite for our garden waste service continues to grow with customer numbers 
and income expectations exceeding original expectations.

Areas of Improvement / Risks

● The garden waste service is close to capacity and therefore the focus in marketing in the 
service is to encourage customers to switch from bag to bin. This is a feature on this year's 
collection calendars which are being distributed to all households during Quarter 3.
● Turnover of staff, with consequential loss of knowledge, is a potential risk in the 
Environmental Health service.
● The proportion of recycled domestic waste that is contaminated continues to fluctuate and in 
Quarter 2 showed an increase compared to Quarter 1 and 2012/13 averages. The JESC 
agreed a new Waste Minimisation Action Plan (2014-17) and a revision to the 'bin returns 
policy' in the contract with Biffa at its meeting on 13th October; this aims to improve resident 
awareness of  the correct materials to recycle. Project Integra is also reviewing the range of 
plastics that residents can recycle, and a full report is expected in February 2015.
● The performance of the council's public convenience contractor continues to be a risk during 
Quarter 2 and is being proactively addressed at the beginning of Quarter 3.

The majority of performance indicators within Environment & 
Neighbourhood Quality have been met during Quarter 2, with 91% of 
indicators reported as Green, with one Amber indicator.

The single Red indicator relates to the number of missed waste bins per 
100,000 collections. Further information is available on the reverse of 
this sheet.

86% of Environment & Neighbourhood Quality's business plan 
targets are on course for delivery in 2014/15 with one target reported 
as Amber. This relates to the delivery of the Waste and Recycling 
Behavioural Change projects in the Environmental Services Joint 
Client Team. These projects, as agreed by the Joint Environmental 
Services Committee, will span 2014/15 and 2015/16.

Further information is available overleaf.

Managers and staff continue to focus on responding to customer complaints in a timely 
manner and as a consequence, performance continues to improve.

In Quarter 2, 41 out of 43 customer complaints were responded to within the 10 day 
corporate target, which demonstrates the weekly monitoring arrangements are proving 
effective.

The chart above tracks Environment & Neighbourhood Quality's performance against both the performance indicators and the business 
plan targets over the past five quarters.

The number of business plan targets and performance indicators achieved in Quarter 2 has seen Environment & Neighbourhood Quality 
increase its performance to its highest levels in five quarters.
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Key HR Issues 

The number of days lost to sickness (short and long-term) has reduced from 
Quarter 1. Short-term sickness has reduced from an average 1.45 days to 0.8 
days per FTE and long-term sickness from an average of 1.6 days to 0.45 days 
per FTE in Quarter 2. Managers continue to focus on proactive management of 
sickness and all line managers are attending further training on managing 
sickness absence this year. 

The Environmental Health Service Manager is due to leave in November, and 
recruitment is currently being undertaken in order to fill the post. Two other staff 
have left to pursue career opportunities with other organisations.
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Business Plan Indicators  - Amber and Red

Performance Indicators  - Amber and Red

Page 6

Q2 figure 2014/15 Target Comment and Improvement Action Planned or Underway Responsible 
Officer

Status Last 
Quarter

Missed waste bins per 100,000 collections (refuse and recycling only)

64 50

As a consequence of the revised strategic performance framework agreed by the JESC for the contract with Biffa, the target for missed refuse & recycling  
bins per 100,000 collections has been changed from 19 to 50. This is a more realistic target, the consequence of which is that, this would have been the 
first failure against the revised target since the mobilisation of the contract, when the contractor experienced serious performance issues. The current 
failure is directly related to recent issues of staffing retention and recruitment issues which are being experienced by our contractor, Biffa. Biffa are 
proactively recruiting to vacant posts and the Client Team are monitoring progress as part of the contract arrangements.

Rob Heathcock

Business Plan Target Current 
Status Commentary

Behavioural Change projects Amber

During this year we have reviewed our approach to waste minimisation and the JESC approved a new 
waste minimisation action plan for the period 2014-17 at its meeting on 13th October which will focus 
on three priority priorities: Increasing Capture; Reducing Contamination; Reduction of Household 
Waste. Given the need to await the outcome of the current Project Integra review of capture of 
plastics, which is due to report in February 2015, and the focus of the Joint Client Team during 
2014/15 on reviewing all the business processes which support the monitoring of the environmental 
services contracts, the focus during the remainder of 2014/15 will be on current initiatives such as 
promoting textiles and garden waste service.
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Governance & Logistics – Quarter Two Health Check 2014 / 2015  
Executive Head: Jane Eaton

Governance & Logistics

Successes for Quarter 2
● All  of our performance indicators for the cluster remain green. This is excellent news 
in areas such as  housing benefit assessment where we normally experience a dip in 
the first part of the year.

● All but one of our business plan targets are  on track to complete by the due date. 
However, the finance system project will now only deliver the core modules by 1st April 
and we have slipped the cash receipting system to the 2nd phase of the project in 
summer 2015.

Areas for Improvement / Risks
● The finance system project remains a risk as all large IT replacements do.  However 
we feel the decision to defer the cash receipting system to phase 2 will reduce the risk 
of non-delivery of the core modules.

● The business plan target that we are reporting as Amber is the payment of 95% of 
invoices within 30 days. We increased this target from 85% last year to encourage 
enhanced performance. We have fallen just below target for the second quarter and we 
are unsure at present whether we can recover this because the delay occurs in getting 
invoices to the Finance team rather than in the team itself.  We are compiling a list of 
the managers who are slow to speak to them about the issue. When the new finance 
system is implemented in April 2015, the Finance team will receive and scan all 
invoices and there will be electronic approval. This should speed up the whole payment 
process and will give us immediate information on any manager falling behind with 
approvals.

At the end of Quarter 2, all of the performance indicators 
for Governance & Logistics have been met. This continues 
three consecutive quarters of strong performance in this 
area.

At the end of the Quarter 2 reporting period, 94% of 
Governance & Logistics's business plan targets remain on 
course for delivery in 2014/15.  

There is one Amber indicator that refers to the payment of 
95% of invoices within 30 days (year average). 

Further information is available overleaf.

Governance & Logistics received 24 complaints during Quarter 2, 23 of 
which were resolved within the corporate 10 day target. This continues the 
department's successful complaints resolution rate for five consecutive 
quarters.

The chart above tracks Governance & Logistics's performance against both the performance indicators and the 
business plan targets over the past five quarters.

Governance & Logistics have continued to meet all of its performance indicators, with one of its business plan targets 
in exception in Quarter 2.
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Key HR Issues for Governance & Logistics 

There have been slight overtime and agency costs accrued across 
the service. Agency costs have mainly come from the Legal Services 
Team where we have bought some extra time of the Whitehill and 
Bordon lawyer to do work on s106 agreements, and overtime was 
spread across the service. 

Sickness is relatively low across all teams within the department. 
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There are no performance indicators at Amber or Red.

Business Plan Indicators  - Amber and Red

Performance Indicators  - Amber and Red

Page 8

Business Plan Target Current 
Status Commentary

Pay 95% of invoices within 30 days (year average) Amber

Having fallen just below this increased target for a second quarter in 2014/15, we are 
unsure at present whether we can recover this due to the delay occurring in getting 
invoices to the Finance team rather than in the team itself.  As well as speaking to 
managers who are falling behind with approvals, when the new finance system is 
implemented in April 2015, the Finance team will receive and scan all invoices and there 
will be electronic approval. This should speed up the whole payment process and identify 
managers who fall behind.
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Marketing & Development – Quarter Two Health Check 2014 / 2015  
Executive Head: Debbie Fox

Successes for Quarter 2

• The development and implementation of the ‘You’re a Star’ employee recognition scheme to recognise staff who go ‘above and 
beyond’ in their roles. 

• A number of  revised HR policies are ready for implementation – Disciplinary, Sickness Absence and Mediation.
• An Absence management system is being trialled across Governance & Logistics to reduce sickness absence levels
• The easthampshire.org website was built onto a new platform and server, reducing the risk of it ‘crashing’ and increasing the types 

of functionality we can link it to such as appointment booking or making payments. 
• Within Business Improvement, the team continue to provide leadership and project management resources to the delivery of the 

Corporate Strategy. Initiatives surrounding Car Parking and Legal Services have been heavily supported in terms of business case
development, ensuring that the commercial and marketing elements are developed. 

• New Ventures is progressing at a rapid pace, with over 100 ideas put forward by staff by the end of September. Over  half of these 
are  now being researched. 

• In IT, the enterprise overhaul of IT arrangements is nearing completion with a brand new desk top due in November.

Areas for Improvement / Risks

• The provision of access to secondary data and intelligence remains off track with no self service solution until May 2015, and 
corporate resources further reduced.

• Customer Service standards in call answering declined in this Quarter. Recruitment to build capacity is  underway.
• An Improvement Plan is in place to manage issues surrounding service stability surrounding IT. The team continue to work with 

affected services. Further information is in the Corporate IT Focus box opposite.
• Additional  capacity is required to take forward the  Organisational Development work programme. A business case will be 

presented to JEB early in Quarter 3.

69% of Marketing & Development's performance indicators have been met 
in Quarter 2, with three Red and one Amber indicator reported.

The three Red indicators relate to telephone calls answered by the CSC in 
30 seconds, calls dealt with at first point of contact and sickness within 
Marketing & Development.

The single Amber indicators relates to the percentage of telephone calls 
abandoned in the CSC. 

Further details on these are available on the reverse of this sheet. 

At the end of Quarter 2, 96% of Marketing & Development's  business plan 
targets are on schedule. One of Marketing & Development's targets have 
experienced a delay and is reported as Amber. This relates to the delivery 
of self-service customer insight.

Further details are available on the reverse of this sheet.

The chart above tracks Marketing & Development's performance against both the performance indicators and the business plan targets over the past 
five quarters.

In Quarter 2, the department has seen an improvement in the number of performance indicators and business plan targets on course for delivery since 
last quarter. There has been a delay to one of its business plan targets and four performance indicators have been missed. These are discussed in 
detail overleaf.
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Key HR Issues for Marketing & Development
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Corporate ICT Focus
As part of the Improvement Plan for IT,  Business Improvement and HCC IT have been
working with services such as Planning to ensure the IT is fitting their needs and also 
complementing their ways of working. Since doing this we have identified some key issues 
in the Acolaid application which are being investigated with HCC IT and the supplier Idox. 

Other aspects of the Improvement Plan include - increasing availability of technical 
resources, ensuring the delivery of key IT projects such as the Legal Case Management 
System, and the Finance System. Timely access for 3rd Parties to avoid delays to projects 
and service delivery, ensuring In-House teams have easy and secure access to manage 
applications  on behalf of other Services, increasing joint working on the delivery of IT 
projects and increasing the overall satisfaction levels for the service.

Call volumes and types are showing that the EHDC current desktop is having both Force 
Off and software related issues. These issues are due to be resolved in the introduction of 
new desktop which is planned for Early November.

Customer Insight and Communications
Butserfest is currently positioned as an alcohol free rock and metal festival 
for young people and this year we have included ‘the UK’s biggest alcohol 
free rock festival’ in our promotional. As far as we are aware, the festival is 
the only alcohol free rock festival in the country. Ticket sales in 2014 were 
up on 2013 with around 1,100 paying customers. However, a lot more 
money was spent on marketing and sponsorship support and research this 
year.

While many festival attendees’ credit cards are registered in the South East, 
the festival draws people from as far away as Newquay and Scotland as the 
infographic opposite demonstrates.

There is one long-term sickness case in Marketing & Development. In 
total, there were only 4 days short-term sickness during Quarter 2. There 
are no other areas of concern in the department.

6
Percentage Resolved within 10 days

Total Number of Customer Complaints
100%

According to Goss Interactive from 13-25 September there were 1,731 mentions of Butserfest 
on social media; 24% were positive and 1% were negative. This included 1,535 mentions on 
Twitter. 

There were 7,215 likes on Facebook and Facebook adverts are a targeted and relatively 
cheap way to reach and engage with our target audience. 

We are currently awaiting results of our festival feedback survey which should be available in 
late October.

Call types of 
incidents raised in 
Quarter 2 2014/15



Business Plan Indicators  - Amber and Red

Performance Indicators  - Amber and Red
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Q2 figure 2014/15 Target Comment and Improvement Action Planned or Underway Responsible 
Officer

Status Last 
Quarter

Telephone calls dealt with by the CSC at first point of contact (%)

67.4 75% (quarter 
actual)

Staffing not sufficient for the volumes of calls received in Quarter 2. Recruitment was authorised in Quarter 1 and the advertising and recruitment process started in month 2 of Quarter 2. New 
recruits were employed in 3rd month of Quarter 2, so there wasn't any scope to improve this figure during Quarter 2. We expect to maintain these levels in in Quarter 3 (with the training of new 
staff) and see improvement in Quarter 4. Whilst recruitment and training is in place, the customer is advised that the officer is in training, and they have been supportive of the officers.  There have 
been no complaints from customers who are being redirected to more qualified members of the team. July also saw a significant increase in calls regarding waste collection,  which has been 
addressed. 

Dawn Adey

Sickness levels in M&D (days) (cumulative)

76.5 / (176)
A reduction of 5% 

per year
(136.8 days)

This has been a poor quarter for absence levels in the CSC.  This is due to one long-term absence, and due to two members of staff being signed off for weeks at a time.  On one occasion the staff 
member attended a return-to-work meeting with the Service Manager to ensure the reason for absence was fully addressed.  On a second occasion a team member resigned and was absent for 
their notice period.  

Caroline Tickner

Telephone calls answered within 30 secs in the CSC (%)

56.6 66% (quarter 
actual)

Calls have been waiting longer than 30 seconds to be answered at peek times when the calls exceed the number of staff available.  The recruitment of staff, two of whom have started and one 
more role is offered, will bring this target back up to acceptable standards in call answering.

Dawn Adey

Telephone calls abandoned in the CSC (%) 

10.5 10% (quarter 
actual) 

Average abandonment is 1:29 mins.  Customers who chose not to hold for the operator hang up at around 1 minute 29 seconds. The recruitment of new staff will improve the call handling and will 
catch customers before they hang up.  Note: the call 'hanging' is after being connected by the automated switchboard; the call is lost while waiting for an operator for a particular service.  While 
waiting, the customer is told of their place in the queue and is also given messages about trying out the website for their query.  We are not as yet able to tell how many of these lost calls are 
resolved on another channel.   

Dawn Adey

Business Plan Target Current 
Status Commentary

Embed insight and marketing principles into service 
delivery, ensuring services are customer focused and 
financially viable. 10% of Service Managers will be using 
self service insight.

Amber
Staffing resources to deliver this are needed - an analyst has been included in the business case for resources.  Meanwhile a site has been put onto Kahootz, the corporate online 
collaboration tool, for self-service earlier this year and the new intranet has access to data as a planned 'site'.  The missing link is secondary data, and the staff training to be able to 
use/analyse it. 
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Performance Indicators

Planning & Built Environment – Quarter Two Health Check 2014 / 2015  
Executive Head: Julia Potter

Successes for Quarter 2
● Workloads for significant major applications is at an unprecedented level. This is reflected in the fee 
income which is likely to exceed £1m for the year 2014/15.

● Management of complaints relating to Planning Applications has improved and performance has 
improved generally.

● Managing and training staff resource to focus on priorities and get best value, including managing a 
phased return to work from sickness.

Areas for Improvement / Risks
● Management of the major applications remains the most challenging aspect of the Service's 
workload. Recruiting experienced staff is proving difficult and as a result there is a reliance on 
consultancy/agency staff. The introduction of market supplements and a comprehensive recruitment 
and retention package is being considered. There is a risk that we are unable to recruit and potentially 
lose valued staff.

● Workloads (including post decision monitoring and compliance and planning appeal work, for which 
there is no fee) will remain high into 2015/16, but the planning application fee will reduce.

● Speculative complex applications result in robust and persistent challenge from communities and 
objectors. Failing to successfully manage public expectations has the potential for reputational 
damage to the Council. 

● Additional posts to be recruited:
− Development Management Team Leader (Major Applications)
− Principal Planning Officer (Economic Development Lead)
− Planning Customer Relations Officer
− Principal Planning Policy Officer

There are four Green indicators reported for Planning & Built 
Environment in Quarter 2, with four reported as Red, and three 
reported as Amber.

Red indicators relate to the percentage of complaints resolved within 
10/20 days SLA; full plan applications checked within 15 days by 
Building Control; major planning apps determined within 13 weeks; 
and minor planning apps determined within 8 weeks. 

Amber indicators relate to the percentage of other planning apps 
determined within 8 weeks in the SDNP; Tree applications 
determined in 8 weeks (within the SDNP); and the percentage of all 
applications determined in 26 weeks.

Further details on this are available on the reverse of this sheet. 

93% of Planning & Built Environment's business plan targets are on 
course for delivery in 2014/15, with one target in exception.

The Amber indicator relates to the increase in training of Building 
Control staff to develop further income generating consultancy style 
services. This is explored further overleaf.

Planning & Built Environment have increased their overall resolution of customer 
complaints within a timely manner since the last quarter. Though, in resolving 72% in 
Quarter 2, the response is below the target of 85%.

This figure breaks down into 91% of planning application complaints being achieved 
within 20 days, and 33% of all other Planning & Built Environment complaints being 
resolved within 10 days.

Further details on this are available on the reverse of this sheet. 

The chart above tracks Planning & Built Environment's performance against both the performance indicators and the business plan targets 
over the past five quarters.

Planning & Built Environment have seen the number of  their missed performance indicators increase by four indicators since Quarter 2. 
There has also been an increase in the number of delayed business plan targets, matching performance of Quarter 2 in 2013/14.

Further details are available overleaf. 
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Key HR Issues for Planning & Built Environment

Agency costs remain very high for Planning & Built Environment. This is due to 
being unable to fill vacant posts, mainly in Planning Development. There have 
been relatively high costs incurred from the recruitment project with Hays 
Recruitment Agency. There has also been a Service Review implemented in the 
Business Services Team, resulting in one redundancy arising from the review. 

The Team Leader post in Planning Policy has been recruited to and is due to 
start at the beginning of Quarter 3.
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Business Plan Indicators  - Amber and Red

Performance Indicators  - Amber and Red
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Q2 figure 2014/15 Target Comment and Improvement Action Planned or Underway Responsible 
Officer

Status Last 
Quarter

Building Regulations – Full Plan applications checked within 15 days (cumulative %)

80.8 90%
Not hitting target for full plan applications checked within 15 days due to staff vacancies and one case of long-term sickness. The service is undertaking 
further recruitment, having lost staff during Quarter 1, in addition to agency staff being used to fill some of the gap. The phased return of long-term sick 
senior officer has been planned.

Robin Seamer

Complaints completed within SLA (%) (P&BE) (including Planning Application complaints)

72.2 85% (quarter 
actual)

This figure breaks down to 91% of Planning Application complaints being dealt with within 20 days and 33% of all other complaints in 10 days. The majority 
of complaints are Planning Application related and resource has been shifted to address these. Other complaints are often considered to be low priority, 
relative to dealing with the challenging planning application workload. Having regard to current resource issues, this work, including complaints, is being 
prioritised.

Julia Potter

Major planning apps determined within 13 weeks  (%)

30.8 60%

Performance against this target was expected to be low and Members have been alerted throughout the quarter. Contributors to this are: significant 
increase in application complexity and scale during  Quarter 1 and  Quarter 2; staff resource issues and  recruitment challenges (e.g. Major Applications 
Team Leader post has been advertised 3 times between February and September without finding a suitable candidate);  a backlog of work in the Technical 
team; the impact of the public access system being down for 3 weekends in succession; and IT issues across the team.

The number of major applications on hand remains high and the recruitment and retention policy is being considered.  The Technical Team is now fully 
staffed and this had a positive impact in getting rid of the backlog of cases, while recruitment for senior planners to deal with the large number of major 
applications is ongoing. In the meantime, additional senior planning resource has been brought in from Urban Vision, the website is now stable and the IT 
issues are being pursued via joint meetings with Planning and IT.

Chris Murray

Minor planning apps determined within 8 weeks (%)

48.4 65% As per major planning apps determined within 13 weeks (%) above. Chris Murray

Other planning apps determined within 8 weeks in SDNP (%)

75.9 80% Performance across all areas is being impacted on by the sudden increase in major, complex applications and the associated resource impacts. Chris Murray

Tree applications determined in 8 weeks (%)

93.1  +  
(55.56 
SDNP)

80%
Whilst this indicator has been achieved for East Hampshire, it is below target for the South Downs National Park and so this joint indicator is marked as 
Amber. This is largely as a result of a change in working hours of the relevant officer, which is being addressed through short-term agency staff and a long-
term team restructure which will add to the Compliance and Tree officer resource. Performance is expected to improve by end of Quarter 4.

Chris Murray

Percentage of all applications determined in 26 weeks  (actual) 

97.21  +  
(66.31 
SDNP)

98% Overall target close to being achieved for East Hampshire work. Chris Murray

Business Plan Target Current 
Status Commentary

Increased training of Building Control staff to develop further income generating 
consultancy style services Amber

The service is struggling to do this due to staff departures, as three officers have left in 
the past six months and some instances of long-term staff sickness has impacted the 
service.



Quarter 2 headline successes

There are ten performance indicators within the 
Whitehill & Bordon Regeneration Programme 
dashboard. At the end of Quarter 2, eight were Green 
(on target) and two were off target at Amber and Red. 
Further information is available overleaf.

There are five business plan targets within the Whitehill 
& Bordon Regeneration Programme dashboard. At the 
end of Quarter 2, all were on target.

Performance Indicator Commentary Business Plan Commentary

Quarter 3 look forward

Building on the momentum generated in Quarter 2, we will be looking forward to:                 
                                                                                
● Prince Philip Barracks planning application submission for 2,400 homes & new town centre.
● Creating Opportunities event to be held on 2 October with agencies and groups to establish 
how we can work more effectively together for the benefit of the town and its residents.
● Attendance at the MIPIM international property conference in London to raise the profile of the 
Whitehill & Bordon programme development opportunities.
● Developers for Louisburg Barracks and Prince Philip Barracks to be appointed.
● Retail support programme to commence, providing 1 to 1 advice to town retailers.
● Agreement with HCC on the delivery of Bordon Inclosure capital works.
● Site visit meeting with Chief Executive of DIO and Director of Housing at CLG taking place on 
31 October.
● Leader of Council meeting separately with Housing Minister and Shadow Housing Minister to 
discuss WB.
● S106 agreements for Quebec Barracks and Louisburg Barracks (worth £12m) signed.

Whitehill & Bordon Regeneration Programme
Quarter Two Health Check - 2014 / 2015
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Performance Indicators

Quarter 2 for 'The Big Year for Whitehill & Bordon' had a number of notable successes:      

● Planning applications approved for Quebec Park (100 homes, community enterprise hub and 
100 jobs) and Louisburg Barracks (500 homes, 3ha of employment space, 500 jobs and relief 
road phase one).
● Bordon Inclosure (SANG) planning application approved.                                                                       
● EM3 awards £4m for a new construction skills training centre.                                                                
● Developer procurement for Louisburg Barracks & Prince Philip Barracks commenced.                                             
● Prince Philip Barracks community consultation event held on 16 September.                                                    
● Quebec Park community fun afternoon held on 18 September; Damian Hinds MP attended.
● Southern Entrepreneurs launched Bordon Networking on 17 June to provide a dedicated 
forum for the local business community in Whitehill & Bordon and surrounding area.
● The 'Our Voice' consultative tier established a series of 'task & finish groups' comprising of 
over 200 key stakeholders to consider a range of issues associated with regenerating the town. 
Key recommendations submitted to the Delivery & Implementation Board.
● Valuing Regeneration & Prosperity Impacts report received outlining the socio-economic 
impacts and savings to the public purse, for Whitehill & Bordon based upon three scenarios of 
do nothing; market-led development; and 'Green Town' planned regeneration.



There are no business plan targets at Amber or Red.

2014 / 2015 Business Plan Targets Owner
Major planning applications John Tunney
S106 Agreements John Tunney
Funding and investment secured Kate Hillerby
Delivery of the WB Marketing & Communication Plan Lydia Forbes-Manson
Delivery of the WB Community Development Plan Lisa Hutchinson

Performance Indicators Target 
Number of new homes started (target revised in September 2014 from 103 to 3, see exception reporting note) 3
Number of new homes completed 3
Number of homes to be retrofitted. 400
Number of training places 12
Number of businesses supported 35
Number of business engaged with inward investment activity 16
Number of jobs created / safeguared 0
Carbon savings (tonnes per annum) from new and existing homes 540
Number of hectares of green spaces improved 25
Increase annual daily passenger usage of the town-bus by 20% 32

Targets and Indicators  - Amber and Red
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Targets for  2014 / 2015

Q2 figure
Quarter 
Target

2014/15 
Target Comment and Improvement Action Planned or Underway

Target date for 
completion

Responsible 
Officer

Status Last 
Quarter

Number of training places

0 6 in Q2 12 Retail Support Programme will commence in Quarter 3 for 12 
businesses participating in the training.

31/12/2014 Sue Robbins

Number of businesses engaged with inward investment activity

5 6 in Q2 16
In Quarter 3, will be seeking to further engage and target 
businesses at the MIPIM UK property trade show in London 15 to 17 
October.

31/12/2014 Sue Robbins
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